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SUMMARY

In previous work we have developed a computational framework for topographic map formation and
plasticity based on axonal process sprouting and retraction, in which sprouting and retraction are
governed by competition for neurotrophic support. Here we show that such an approach can account
for certain aspects of the dendritic morphology of cortical maps. In particular, we model the devel-
opment of ocular dominance columns in the primary visual cortex and show that cortical cells near
to column boundaries prefer to elaborate dendritic fields which avoid crossing the boundaries. This
emerges as different functional inputs are spatially separated. We predict that afferent segregation
occurs before or simultaneously with, but not after, the emergence of dendritic bias. We predict that
animals reared with complete but asynchronous stimulation of the optic nerves do not develop a den-
dritic bias. We suggest that the emergence of a dendritic bias might provide a partial account for the
critical period for a response to monocular deprivation. In particular, we predict that animals reared
with asynchronous optic nerve stimulation might exhibit an extended critical period. Our results also
indicate that the number of synapses supported by cortical cells depends on the intra-ocular image
correlations used in our simulations. This suggests that inter-ocular image correlations, and thus
strabismic rearing of kittens, may also affect the innervation density.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ocular dominance columns (Hubel & Wiesel 1962)
form during a critical period in development (Hubel
& Wiesel 1970) during which activity-dependent
competition between the two eyes for cortical space
leads to an anatomical segregation of geniculocorti-
cal afferents (Levay et al. 1978, 1980). Accumulating
evidence implicates retrograde neurotrophic factors,
particularly the neurotrophin gene family of neu-
rotrophic factors, as possible mediators of activity-
dependent competitive anatomical rearrangement in
the visual system. For example, intraventricular in-
fusion of nerve growth factor tempers the effects of
monocular deprivation in the kitten visual cortex
(Carmignoto et al. 1993), and cortical application of
the neurotrophin NT-4/5, but no other neurotrophin,
prevents the atrophy of lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN) cells in the ferret in response to monocular
deprivation (Riddle et al. 1995). In addition, infusion
of either brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)

* Author for correspondence.

or NT-4/5 in the kitten visual cortex prevents the
anatomical segregation of geniculocortical afferents
(Cabelli et al. 1995). Furthermore, the expression of
BDNF mRNA in the rat visual cortex is activity de-
pendent, since either dark rearing or monocular de-
privation cause a rapid decrease in its level (Castren
et al. 1992; Bozzi et al. 1995; Schoups et al. 1995).
Finally, the complexity of retinotectal afferent ar-
bors in Xenopus has been shown to be a function
of the supply of BDNF (Cohen-Cory & Fraser 1995).
These results are consistent with a model of activity-
dependent anatomical competition in which afferents
compete for a limited supply of neurotrophic fac-
tors, and in which, when the supply is not limited,
competition between afferents is tempered or elimi-
nated (see, for example, Purves 1988). The N-methyl-
D-aspartate glutamate receptor also plays a role in
activity-dependent competition (Kleinschmidt et al.
1987; Bear & Coleman 1990; Bear et al. 1990), per-
haps by regulating the levels of target-derived neu-
rotrophins (Zafra et al. 1991; Gwag & Springer 1993).

The anatomical rearrangement of afferents during
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the development of ocular dominance columns affects
the morphology of target cell dendritic fields in both
the monkey (Katz et al. 1989) and the cat (Kossel
et al. 1995) and also in the three-eyed frog (Katz &
Constantine-Paton 1988). At the boundaries separat-
ing different columns, there is a distinct bias for the
dendrites of a cell whose soma is in one column to
remain in that column, leading to asymmetric den-
dritic fields. This bias is enhanced in strabismic cats
(Kossel et al. 1995), suggesting that the dendritic re-
modelling is activity dependent. While the mecha-
nisms of dendritic re-modelling are largely unknown,
preliminary evidence suggests that neurotrophic fac-
tors may be involved (Snider 1988; McAllister et al.
1995, 1996).

Most computational models of the formation of oc-
ular dominance columns and related structures con-
sider only an anatomically fixed network of variable
strength connections. Many of these employ synaptic
normalization, in which the total synaptic strength
supported by a neuron is taken to be (roughly) fixed,
in order to enforce competition between afferents
(Von der Malsburg 1973). Experimentally, however,
there is very little evidence to support the idea of
synaptic normalization. Other fixed anatomy models
modify the Hebb rule so that afferents which fire a
post-synaptic cell above (below) its recent, average
firing rate automatically undergo an increase (de-
crease) in synaptic strength and thus avoid impos-
ing synaptic normalization (Bienenstock et al. 1982;
Clothiaux et al. 1991). Some sprouting and retraction
models have also been presented (Von der Malsburg
1979; Fraser & Perkel 1989; Montague et al. 1991).
While these avoid the ‘selectionist’ prejudice (Purves
1994) of fixed anatomy models, they do not consider
the role of neurotrophic factors in activity-dependent
competition.

In a series of papers (Elliott et al. 1996a–c) we
have developed a sprouting and retraction frame-
work for cortical map formation and plasticity based
on competition for neurotrophic factors. To date we
have modelled the development of ocular dominance
columns, the plasticity of adult somatosensory maps,
and various pharmacological manipulations of the de-
veloping visual system, such as the infusion of mus-
cimol, a γ-aminobutyric acid receptor agonist (Hata
& Stryker 1994) and BDNF (Cabelli et al. 1995) into
the primary visual cortex. Our approach is grounded
in statistical mechanics and has similarities to the
work of Hopfield (1982). However, while Hopfield
uses statistical mechanics to find new states of ac-
tivation in an anatomically fixed network, we use
statistical mechanics to determine new patterns of
connectivity in a network whose activity may also
be varying. Also, Tanaka (1991) has presented an el-
egant model of ocular dominance column formation
based on statistical mechanics, but it employs synap-
tic stabilization (Changeux & Danchin 1976) and so
does not permit the principled growth of new connec-
tions. Here we wish to elaborate our approach further
by showing that a sprouting and retraction model
based on competition for neurotrophic support can
naturally account for the dendritic bias observed in

the monkey and cat primary visual cortex (Katz et
al. 1989; Kossel et al. 1995).

The plan for the remainder of the paper is as fol-
lows. We present our framework for sprouting and re-
traction. Next we present simulation results. Finally
we discuss our results.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section we describe our approach and the
use of statistical mechanics for simulating what we
shall take to be the stochastically fluctuating pattern
of connectivity between the LGN and the primary
visual cortex. By modelling sprouting and retraction
in this way, we are able to set to one side the mech-
anisms underlying sprouting and retraction, about
which there is great experimental uncertainty.

The LGN is taken to be composed of two regular,
periodic r × r arrays of r2 cells each, one array con-
trolled by the left eye (the ‘left LGN sheet’) and the
other by the right eye (the ‘right LGN sheet’). Each
LGN cell supports an axon from which emerge ax-
onal processes forming synaptic connections with the
cortex. All synaptic efficacies are taken to be fixed
and equal; this is justified since we wish to model
anatomical, not physiological, segregation. The LGN
cells project topographically to the cortex, with each
cell arborizing over a preferred patch of cortex only.
The cortex is taken to be a regular periodic c×c array
of c2 cells, with each cell supporting a regular d× d
array of d2 dendrites. Thus, the cortex is a regular
periodic cd × cd array of c2d2 dendrites. While ax-
ons are allowed to sprout and retract, the positions
of dendrites are fixed relative to the cortical array.
The arbor region of an axon is a regular a× a array
of cortical cells. Initially each axon supports a2d2

processes uniformly distributed throughout its arbor
region, one process attached to each of the a2d2 den-
drites in the region. Each axon must always support
at least a2d2 processes; there are no other limits on
connectivity. The letters i and j label all axonal pro-
cesses of all LGN cells, and σi ∈ {−1,+1} denotes
the state of activation of the LGN cell from which
process i emerges, with σi = +1 (−1) denoting ac-
tivity (inactivity). The patterns of LGN activity are
circles of radius ρ centred on a randomly selected
LGN cell with no other LGN cells active. The acti-
vated LGN sheet, either left or right, is also selected
randomly.

We assume that an energy function exists which
characterizes the underlying stochastic dynamics. We
take it to be given by

E = −1
2

∑
i,j 6=i

σi∆ijσj , (1)

where ∆ij is a function characterizing the diffusion
of neurotrophic factors through the target field and
is given by

∆ij =

{
exp(−r2

ij/2σ
2
D), for rij 6 rD,

0, otherwise,
(2)
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and rij is the distance between the processes i and
j on the array of dendrites, so that if process i is
attached to the dendrite at position (Xi, Yi) in the
cd × cd array of dendrites, and similarly for process
j, then r2

ij = (Xi − Xj)2 + (Yi − Yj)2. The energy
Ei of any particular process i is implicitly defined.
Simultaneously active or inactive processes attached
to dendrites separated by a distance rD or less de-
crease E (we do not require that simultaneous inac-
tivity contributes to E, but we retain it for reasons of
generality), while processes of opposite states of ac-
tivation increase E. The parameters σD and rD will
be discussed later. By setting σD = ∞ and rD = 1,
we recover the energy function used in our previous
work.

The energy function is selected as a simple model
of neurotrophic interactions. We suppose that affer-
ent activity promotes the production (Zafra et al.
1991; Gwag & Springer 1993) and release (Blöchl &
Thoenen 1995; Griesbeck et al. 1995) of neurotrophic
factors from target cells. The level of correlated af-
ferent activity is taken to determine the amounts of
neurotrophic factors released. These factors are then
assumed to diffuse rapidly though the target field
(cf. Montague et al. 1991). This diffusion is charac-
terized by the function ∆ij in E. The parameters σD
and rD characterize the diffusion as a Gaussian hump
centred on the release site, with a cut-off beyond a
certain point. The energy of an individual process is
thus taken as a measure of the levels of neurotrophic
factors available, after diffusion, at the target cell on
which the process synapses; high energy corresponds
to low levels, and low energy corresponds to high lev-
els.

Since the local availability of neurotrophic fac-
tors appears to determine, in part, the complexity
of afferents’ axonal arbors (see, for example, Camp-
enot 1982a, b; Cohen-Cory & Fraser 1995), we assume
that the energy function determines whether affer-
ents sprout or retract. We assume that the uptake of
neurotrophic factors by afferents is rapid. Active pro-
cesses are assumed to require greater neurotrophic
support than inactive ones (cf. Meyer-Franke et al.
1995). We will therefore select only active LGN cells
as candidates for sprouting and retraction. To model
sprouting and retraction, we assume that the dy-
namics of sprouting and retraction are such that the
energy function is minimized. This corresponds to
active afferents sprouting into regions of high neu-
rotrophic support (low energy) and retracting from
regions of low neurotrophic support (high energy).
Energy minimization (neurotrophic support maxi-
mization) implements competitive neural dynamics
directly, since pairs of axonal processes of opposite
states of activation increase the energy (decrease neu-
rotrophic support). We have therefore dispensed with
the need for synaptic normalization.

To minimize the energy in a systematic fashion,
and so simulate changes in axonal morphology, we
employ the machinery of statistical mechanics. Thus,
the system is taken to be immersed in a heat bath
of temperature T with the distribution of states of
connectivity following the Gibbs distribution (Huang

1987). If sprouting a new process or retracting an old
one were to cause an energy change ∆E, then the
new pattern of connectivity induced by sprouting or
retraction is accepted with probability

1
1 + exp[(∆E − θ∆N)/T ]

, (3)

where ∆N = +1 (−1) for sprouting (retraction),
and θ is the chemical potential. The chemical po-
tential may be used to model pharmacological ma-
nipulations (Elliott et al. 1996c), but here we set it
to zero. We also set the temperature T to zero, so
that changes in connectivity which lower the energy
are always accepted, those which raise the energy
are never accepted, and those which leave the en-
ergy unchanged are accepted with probability 0.5.
In previous work we considered simulated annealing,
in which the temperature is initially very high, and
slowly reduced to zero (Elliott et al. 1996a). The tem-
perature may be regarded as a measure of the non-
correlation-based plasticity affecting the correlation-
based dynamics of the network (an interpretation
which we owe to K. D. Miller).

Changes in dendritic morphology are assumed to
occur in response to changes in axonal morphology.
While we do not consider the possibility of dendritic
branching, we do permit changes in the lengths of
dendrites in the d×d arrays of existing primary den-
drites supported by each cortical cell. We assume
that the length of a dendrite is proportional to the
number of synapses it supports. The justification for
this is as follows. In order for a synapse to remain
in existence, the pre-synaptic terminal requires ade-
quate neurotrophic support (low energy), otherwise
it will be retracted. In order for a new process to
be formed and maintained, the dendrite (or cell)
must elevate the overall level of neurotrophic sup-
port. However, preliminary evidence suggests that
neurotrophic factors may be involved in regulating
dendritic as well as axonal growth (Snider 1988;
McAllister et al. 1995, 1996). Thus, if we assume
that the target cell’s neurotrophic factor production
and release is involved in regulating its own den-
dritic growth, then dendrites will be more numerous
and complex in regions of higher innervation density
than in regions of lower innervation density. That is,
we need only assume that increased levels of neu-
rotrophic factors act not only to sustain more ax-
onal processes but also to promote the growth of the
dendrites on which new processes form synapses. For
simplicity, we consider that this growth is reflected
only in a change in the lengths of dendrites.

We stress that our taking dendritic length to be
proportional to the number of synapses is an in-
terpretation. For the purposes of our computational
procedures, dendrites are, in fact, regarded as zero-
dimensional objects. However, assigning a length to
a dendrite would seem to raise the possibility of per-
mitting different levels of neurotrophic factor release
along the length of the dendrite. Furthermore, we
must interpret the dendritic growth as being per-
pendicular to the underlying two-dimensional array
of cortical cells, so that we can continue to regard
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Figure 1. A graphical summary of the strategies for
sprouting and retraction in the three models discussed
in the text. The sheets denote the cortex, while the blobs
denote LGN cells. Each number represents the state of
activation of the associated LGN cell (+1 means that the
cell is active, −1 that it is inactive), and a ‘+’ (‘−’) sign
indicates sprouting (retraction).

dendrites as separated by fixed distances. Growth in
a third dimension will affect, to some degree, our
assumptions regarding diffusion. We have made no
attempt to take these possibilities into account. To
do so would considerably complicate our analysis.

Our computational procedure, then, is as follows.
First an initial pattern of connectivity between the
LGN sheets and the cortex is constructed. At this
point, each cortical cell is exactly binocularly driven.
Correspondingly, all dendritic lengths are interpreted
to be equal. Then an LGN sheet is randomly acti-
vated as described above. This is followed by consid-
ering five random sproutings and five random retrac-
tions from active LGN cells; within the restriction
that the number of sproutings and retractions per
LGN activation should not be too large, these num-
bers are chosen for reasons of computational conve-
nience. Whether each change in connectivity is per-
formed is determined by comparing the probability
generated by equation (3) with a random number
in the interval between zero and one, inclusive. A
change in axonal morphology is interpreted as in-
ducing a change in the lengths of relevant dendrites.
This whole process of random LGN activation fol-
lowed by stochastic updating is repeated 2.5 × 106

times.
Since sprouting and retraction can occur in-

dependently, we call the model presented here
the ‘sprouting-and-retraction’ model. Previously, in
models based on the same framework, sprouting and
retraction were always coupled, leading to a con-
servation of the number of axonal processes sup-
ported by each axon. We called these models the ‘re-
location’ model and the ‘interchange’ model. These
different models are graphically summarized in fig-
ure 1. The advantage of the present sprouting-and-
retraction model is that anomalous peripheral activ-
ity, such as that induced by monocular deprivation,
can be simulated without hand-setting any parame-
ters (Elliott et al. 1996c).

In order to calculate a bias index which quantifies
the asymmetry of a cell’s dendritic field, we follow
closely the method used experimentally (Katz et al.
1989; Kossel et al. 1995). One takes a picture of a
stained cortical cell and draws a series of concentric

circles of uniformly increasing radius, centred on the
cell soma. Then one partitions the dendritic field into
two regions by drawing a line through the soma par-
allel to the nearest ocular dominance column bound-
ary. The number of intersections between each hemi-
circle and the dendrites is counted, and a total ob-
tained for all dendrites pointing towards the bound-
ary, Nto, and for all dendrites pointing away from the
boundary, Naway. Katz et al. (1989) then define the
bias index to be bKatz = Naway/Nto, while Kossel et
al. (1995) define it to be bKossel = Naway − Nto. We
prefer to define it as b = (Naway−Nto)/(Naway+Nto),
which is the relative difference and thus has the ad-
vantage of taking values in the interval [−1,+1] and
being independent of the absolute number of den-
dritic intersections. bKatz may be obtained from b
by using the relation bKatz = (1 + b)/(1 − b). If
b = +1 (−1), then there is complete bias away from
(towards) a boundary, and b = 0 means a perfectly
symmetric dendritic field.

Computationally, because the simulated dendrites
are visualized differently from real dendrites, we
count the number of synapses supported by a den-
drite, which we take to be proportional to its length.
If a dendrite lies on the line dividing the dendritic
field in two, then half the synapses are counted as
‘away’, and half are counted as ‘towards’. We shall,
in fact, take d = 3, so that each cortical cell sup-
ports a 3 × 3 array of nine dendrites. This means
that we need consider only eight different partitions,
corresponding to the horizontal or vertical mid-lines
or the two diagonals, with two possible assignments
of ‘away’ and ‘towards’ for each. Finally, if a cell is
equidistant from multiple boundaries, then a bias in-
dex is calculated for each possible selection of the
nearest boundary.

3. RESULTS

In this section we present results obtained from
simulations of the sprouting-and-retraction model.
We set c = 19, r = 9 and a = 5. There is no quali-
tative difference in our results for other selections of
these parameters. We set d = 3, giving a 3 × 3 ar-
ray of dendrites for each cortical cell. The diffusion
parameters are set to σD = 2.5 and rD = 3. The for-
mer exerts a mild control over column width, while
the latter exerts a mild control over the extent of the
asymmetry of dendritic fields near column bound-
aries. We set ρ = 2, so that at any given time only
about 16% of an LGN sheet is active. We discuss
larger values of ρ later.

In figure 2 we show two typical examples of the
final pattern of ocular dominance produced by the
sprouting-and-retraction model. At the level of den-
drites, we find complete segregation of the genicu-
locortical afferents—each dendrite is controlled by
only one eye. At the level of cortical cells, we find
almost complete segregation, with a few binocular
cells whose dendrites are partitioned into two dis-
tinct groups, one group controlled by one eye, the
other group by the other eye. Despite the absence of
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Figure 2. Two examples of the final pattern of ocu-
lar dominance produced by the sprouting-and-retraction
model. The parameters are: c = 19, r = 9, a = 5, d = 3,
ρ = 2, σD = 2.5, rD = 3. Each square in the maps cor-
responds to one cortical cell, and the darkness indicates
the ocularity. White squares are completely controlled by
the right eye (‘R’), and black squares by the left eye (‘L’),
with shades of grey interpolating between.

limits on connectivity, except for that requiring that
each axon supports a minimum number of processes,
we find that the columns are of approximately uni-
form width and exhibit realistic morphological char-
acteristics, such as branching.

We find that some of the dendrites of cells im-
mediately adjacent to column boundaries are either
uninnervated or poorly innervated, while the den-
drites of cells away from column boundaries are typ-
ically well innervated. Uninnervated dendrites are
thought of as having undergone retraction, while
well-innervated dendrites are thought of as having
undergone activity-dependent growth. This follows
from our interpretation that the length of a dendrite
is proportional to the number of synapses supported
by it.

Figure 3 shows the mean bias index of all monoc-
ularly driven cortical cells in both maps in figure 2
as a function of distance from the nearest bound-
ary. A cortical distance of one means that the cell
is immediately adjacent to a boundary, a distance of√

2 means that the cell is diagonally adjacent to a
boundary, and so on. Data for distances greater than
two are removed because too few such cells exist in
each map for reliable statistics. We see a pronounced
bias for small distances and smaller biases consistent
with zero for larger distances.

In figure 4 we show six examples of cells with asym-
metric dendritic fields and an example of a binocu-
larly controlled cell. For the purposes of visualization
we have discarded the central dendrite in the 3×3 ar-
ray and ‘flattened’ the remaining eight in directions
consistent with their relative positions in the array.

In previous work (Elliott et al. 1996a) we showed
that the relocation model (in which an axon is taken
to sprout one process and retract another, giving the
impression that the axon has simply relocated the
same process; see figure 1) gives rise to envelopes
of uninnervated cells surrounding ocular dominance
columns. Were we to push the relocation model down
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Figure 3. The mean bias index for all monocularly driven
cortical cells in both maps of figure 2, plotted as a func-
tion of distance from the nearest ocular dominance col-
umn boundary. The vertical bars denote standard devia-
tion.

Figure 4. Six examples of biased cortical cell dendritic
fields and one example of a binocularly driven cortical
cell dendritic field drawn from both maps in figure 2.
The circle around each cell represents the length of the
longest (that is, most well-innervated) dendrite found on
the displayed cells, while the dashed line represents the
ocular dominance column boundary.

to the level of dendrites, we would, instead, obtain
uninnervated, and thus retracted, dendrites at ocu-
lar dominance column boundaries. However, in the
relocation model, the bias only becomes significant
in the rather extreme stimulation regime when the
LGN activation radius ρ is set to ρ = 5, for which,
alternately, one LGN sheet is completely activated
and the other inactivated. As ρ is reduced, the bias is
eliminated. In contrast, the sprouting-and-retraction
model discussed here develops a pronounced bias
even for small ρ. Paradoxically, for large ρ, the bias
reduces to near zero (data not shown).

The reasons for this opposed behaviour in both
models are subtle. In the relocation model, the relo-
cation rule induces a statistical force of attraction be-
tween processes whose activities are correlated, and
a statistical force of repulsion between processes of
opposite states of activation. Thus, even in the ab-
sence of the contribution to E which raises the energy
when processes have opposite activities, and which
therefore implements competition in the sprouting-
and-retraction model, the non-competitive statistical
force of attraction is enough to induce the formation
of ocular dominance columns in the relocation model.
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For large ρ, more afferents from the same LGN sheet
have correlated activity, with the result that they ex-
perience, overall, a greater attraction towards each
other and a greater repulsion from afferents from the
other LGN sheet. The regions of uninnervated cells
(or dendrites) thus constitute gaps across which the
repulsive forces cannot be communicated. For small
ρ, the overall statistical forces are too small to in-
duce such gaps. The fact, then, that the relocation
model produces increasing dendritic bias for increas-
ing ρ should not be taken seriously. (See Appendix 1
for an analysis of the statistical forces.)

In the sprouting-and-retraction model discussed
here, no such statistical forces exist, because sprout-
ing and retraction are uncoupled. Therefore the
dendritic gaps separating different afferents are not
merely spaces across which statistical repulsion can-
not be communicated. Instead, they represent gen-
uine regions of low neurotrophic support (high en-
ergy) induced by ongoing competition between the
two eyes. The neurotrophic support in these regions
is so low that no processes can be maintained in
them. Increasing ρ, however, increases the overall
level of correlated activity within an eye, and ele-
vates neurotrophic support at boundaries to such a
level that, while competition continues and depriva-
tion effects are possible, strong innervation at the
boundaries becomes feasible. Preliminary indications
suggest that permitting inactive as well as active pro-
cesses to retract, tempers this behaviour. It would
be enough to assume that even inactive processes re-
quire a resting level of trophic support to justify this
further rule.

4. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have extended our previous ap-
proach to neural development and plasticity in order
to account for the development of the dendritic bias
of cortical cells at ocular dominance column bound-
aries. The central assumption underlying this exten-
sion is that changes in dendritic morphology occur in
response to changes in axonal morphology. In partic-
ular, we have assumed that, where innervation den-
sity is low, dendrites are relatively short and unrami-
fied, and where innervation density is high, dendrites
are relatively long and well ramified.

In order to justify these assumptions, we have
proposed a neurotrophic model of the development
of both axonal and dendritic arbors. Regions of
high innervation density are likely to be associ-
ated with significant neurotrophic support (Camp-
enot 1982a, b; Cohen-Cory & Fraser 1995). Such lev-
els of neurotrophic support are themselves likely to
reflect significant degrees of correlated afferent ac-
tivity in those regions, since the production and re-
lease of neurotrophic factors depends, in part, on af-
ferent activity (Zafra et al. 1991; Gwag & Springer
1993; Griesbeck et al. 1995; Blöchl & Thoenen 1995).
However, recent evidence suggests that dendritic
growth might depend, in part, on neurotrophic fac-
tors (Snider 1988; McAllister et al. 1995, 1996). It

thus seems reasonable to suppose that regions of
high innervation density, and therefore high neu-
rotrophic support, are associated with relatively long
and well-ramified dendrites. Conversely, regions of
poorly correlated afferent activity should be associ-
ated with low neurotrophic support and thus low in-
nervation density and relatively short and unramified
dendrites. Such a model naturally accounts for the
dendritic bias of cortical cells at ocular dominance
column boundaries because these are precisely the
regions of poorly correlated afferent activity. Further-
more, decreasing the correlations by inducing strabis-
mus should enhance the bias; this is consistent with
experimental results (Kossel et al. 1995).

The sprouting-and-retraction model suggests that
cortical cell dendritic bias does not develop in ani-
mals which have experienced very strong intra-ocular
image correlations, corresponding to large ρ. This is
because the activities of afferents on either side of the
ocular dominance column boundaries are so strongly
correlated that neurotrophic factor levels are pre-
dicted to be high even at the boundaries, despite the
very strong inter-ocular image anti-correlations. This
is a very specific prediction of our model, although
it is likely to be difficult to test. However, direct
stimulation of the optic nerves is possible (Stryker
& Strickland 1984) and has recently been shown to
interfere with the development of orientation selec-
tivity in the visual cortex (Weliky & Katz 1997). We
therefore predict that animals reared with complete
but asynchronous stimulation of the optic nerves do
not develop a cortical cell dendritic bias. The relo-
cation model predicts the reverse: that the dendritic
bias should be enhanced in such a scenario. However,
this is, as explained above, likely to be an artifact,
and should not be taken seriously.

The idea that changes in dendritic morphology
occur in response to changes in axonal morphology
makes the specific prediction that the segregation of
geniculocortical afferents should occur before or si-
multaneously with, but not after, the emergence of
dendritic bias. It would be of considerable interest to
determine the time course of the development of den-
dritic bias, since it is conceivable that it could provide
a partial account for the critical period for a response
to monocular deprivation (Hubel & Wiesel 1970).
If the distance over which undeprived-eye geniculo-
cortical afferents can sprout in response to monoc-
ular deprivation (Friedlander et al. 1991; Antonini
& Stryker 1996) is limited, then a poorly developed
dendritic bias might permit the gradual advance of
undeprived-eye afferents into deprived-eye territory,
whereas a significant bias might prevent any advance.
Thus, if dendritic bias emerges after the segregation
of geniculocortical afferents, and if a significant bias
prevents the advance of undeprived-eye afferents in
response to monocular deprivation, then the emer-
gence of dendritic bias would be causally responsi-
ble for the critical period. This possibility thus pre-
dicts that animals reared with complete but asyn-
chronous stimulation of the optic nerves, which we
suggest might not exhibit a dendritic bias at ocu-
lar dominance column boundaries, will continue to
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respond to monocular deprivation well beyond the
end of the critical period in normally reared animals.
Conversely, when dendritic bias is enhanced by stra-
bismus (Kossel et al. 1995), we require that the re-
sponse to monocular deprivation is correspondingly
tempered. Evidence does indeed suggest that prior
strabismus protects against the effects of monocular
deprivation (Mustari & Cynader 1981).

Larger ρ in the sprouting-and-retraction model
is also associated with elevated levels of axonal
growth. This is not simply because dendritic bias
does not develop: there is greater growth even well
away from ocular dominance column boundaries.
This phenomenon occurs because the correlated ac-
tivity within an eye increases. We therefore predict
that experimental manipulations of intra-ocular im-
age correlations could also change the innervation
density found at the level of the striate cortex. This
prediction raises the possibility that varying inter-
ocular image correlations might also affect innerva-
tion density. We therefore suggest, as an experimen-
tally easier manipulation, that the average number
of synapses supported by cortical cells in strabis-
mic cats, particularly at the centres of ocular dom-
inance columns, may be different from that in nor-
mally reared cats. That strabismus changes colum-
nar characteristics, in addition to bias (Kossel et al.
1995), has already been established (Löwel 1994),
with changes in columnar periodicity having been
predicted by a model of ocular dominance column
formation (Goodhill 1993; Goodhill & Löwel 1995).
Our suggestion therefore appears to be a good can-
didate for experimental testing.

The trigeminal field of the somatosensory cortex
in rodents consists of dense regions of neuropil, each
region being innervated by one whisker, surrounded
by regions of sparse neuropil (Woolsey & Van der
Loos 1970; Welker 1976). The dendritic morphology
of barrel cortex cells undergoes change in response
to peripheral perturbations (Harris & Woolsey 1979;
Steffen & Van der Loos 1980). In previous work,
we simulated the plasticity exhibited by the mature
barrel field (Elliott et al. 1996b). The approach pre-
sented here could also be applied to the barrel cortex,
resulting in poorly innervated (and thus retracted)
dendrites at barrel boundaries. However, since the
post-natal development of the barrel field does not
appear to depend on neural activity (Chiaia et al.
1992; Henderson et al. 1992; Schlaggar et al. 1993),
we have not presented results for the sprouting-and-
retraction model applied to the barrel cortex.

In conclusion, we have shown that a sprouting-
and-retraction model based on competition for neu-
rotrophic factors can naturally account for the den-
dritic bias observed in the ocular dominance column
system. We have argued that dendritic bias emerges
as competing sets of inputs are spatially separated.
We have predicted that dendritic bias emerges af-
ter or simultaneously with, but not before, afferent
segregation. We predict that animals reared with
complete but asynchronous stimulation of the op-
tic nerves do not exhibit dendritic bias. We sug-
gest that the emergence of dendritic bias might pro-

vide a partial account of the critical period. There-
fore we require that animals which have been reared
with artificially elevated intra-ocular image correla-
tions should respond to monocular deprivation for
longer that normally reared animals. We have also
suggested that ocular dominance columns in strabis-
mic cats may be differently innervated from those in
normally reared cats. This is a prediction which only
a sprouting-and-retraction model can make, since
fixed-anatomy models do not permit the growth of
new connections.

We thank two anonymous referees for many valuable sug-
gestions for improvement of this paper. T.E. thanks the
Royal Society for the support of a Royal Society Univer-
sity Research Fellowship during the latter stages of this
work.

APPENDIX 1. STATISTICAL FORCES

The energy Eij of interaction between two axonal
processes i and j, in the limit rD →∞, is given by

Eij = −σiσj exp(−r2
ij/2σ

2
D), (4)

and the force acting on process i as a result of the
presence of process j is given by Fij = −∇iEij ,
where ∇i = (∂/∂Xi, ∂/∂Yi), which gives

Fij = −σiσj
σ2

D
exp(−r2

ij/2σ
2
D)rij , (5)

where rij = (Xi−Xj , Yi−Yj). This is a central poten-
tial, with the force acting along the radius vector. For
σiσj > 0 (correlated activity), the force is attractive,
while for σiσj < 0 (anti-correlated activity), the force
is repulsive. Averaging over LGN activity, we have
that 〈Fij〉 ∝ −Cijrij , where Cij = 〈σiσj〉, and 〈 〉
denotes averaging. For processes from the same LGN
sheet, Cij increases as ρ increases (thus, an overall
greater attraction), while for processes from opposite
LGN sheets, Cij becomes increasingly negative as ρ
increases (thus, an overall greater repulsion). In our
previous work on the relocation model (Elliott et al.
1996a), we took rD = 1 and σD =∞. This gives rise
to a singular force, Fij = −σiσjδ(rij − 1)rij , but the
arguments are essentially unchanged.

We call these forces ‘statistical’ because the relo-
cation rule (see figure 1)—an axon sprouting in one
place and retracting from another—arises purely sta-
tistically. That is, relocation is only apparent, not
real. We are not, therefore, suggesting that real forces
of attraction and repulsion may exist between real
axon terminals (except due to their electrical prop-
erties), but that, if anything like the relocation of
processes is a good way of thinking about neural plas-
ticity, then such forces will appear to exist.

In principle, a similar analysis goes through for
the sprouting-and-retraction model. However, the
sprouting and retraction rules do not permit axon
terminals to move, but just to appear and disappear.
Thus, the notion of statistical forces affecting motion
cannot be formulated. The relocation rule permits
the identification of a stable object whose motion
across the cortex may be followed. This then permits
the notion of statistical forces to emerge.
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